
BUSINESS REPORT TEMPLATE PPT MICROSOFT

Use this template to create a professional-looking report, plan, or proposal for your Business report (Professional
design) Business plan presentation.

Classroom timer PowerPoint template Perfect for teachers, this animated hourglass timer template is a fun way
to motivate your students to complete their activities within the time limit you set. Get your free PowerPoint
templates Templates perfect for business or personal use. The next batch of PowerPoint templates does the
heavy lifting for many in the construction industry. Ecology PowerPoint template This versatile educational
template can be used by teachers or students for geography, biology and other environmental related
presentations. So when you need a chart, these templates are all go-to's:  City sketch PowerPoint template The
design of this city sketch template may appeal to architects, graphic designers or illustrators. The next batch of
templates is laser-focused for certain industries specifically. This sales report template can be used to give you
a quick snapshot and a better picture via the monthly overview. And with the blue and white color scheme,
your presentation will look as crisp as the skyscrapers in the background  Since the background is a dark navy
color, the white text will pop and be clearer to see. This saves you time and potential headaches from trying to
figure out where everything goes on your own. Space-specific PowerPoint template This 3D space-themed
PowerPoint template is perfect for readers entering the space technology realm. With bright, vibrant pinks,
oranges, and greens, your intel is sure to stand out. The fully editable template deck comes with 25 different
slides and 80 different icons. The template comes with 22 slides and a "set of ready-to-use examples". Island
destination PowerPoint template This beautiful island destination template will help your audience imagine a
relaxing time on a tropical island. So add these next two free PowerPoint templates to your wish list. This
Business Report Template for Microsoft Word can be used for reports, one-page presentations, company
profiles, company descriptions and other purposes. Business documents need content and documents that are
straightforward and without any unnecessary frills. Learn how to use themes, add transitions, work with
animations and more with the GoSkills PowerPoint course. You can change the colors of the boxes and the
textbox, including the colors of the texts, to match your company colors or theme. Bright colored PowerPoint
template And if the bright colors in the previous template are too much for you, this template may be a better
option. Free PowerPoint templates for business These are the best free PowerPoint templates for your
business: 1. Travel related PowerPoint templates These next templates are ideal for anyone presenting on the
topics of travel or globalization.


